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No.HR-lll/3-25(R)/ Comp/2018- l91 3 I Dated at Trivandrum-33. the 28 /5/201 8

Sub: Promotion and posting of JTOs to the grade of SDE (Telecom) in BSNL under
competitive quota (33%) on the basis of Limited Departmental Competitive
Examination held on 211612015 - reg.

I . In pursuance of BSNL Corporate office letter No. 2-1612013-Pers.ll dated 25151201 8. the

following JTO of BSNL in the enclosed Annexure, who are promoted as SDE(Telecom)
against vacancy year 201,0-1,1 under 33%o Competitive Quota and allotted to Kerala Circle
are hereby posted as SDEs(Telecom) from the date they assume charge of the higher post in

the IDA pay scale (E2A) of Rs.20600-46500 and posted to the undermentioned BAs/Units
with immediate effect provided that,

i. They have been absorbed in BSNL on permanent basis;

ii. No disciplinary/Vigilance case is pending against her and no VC is withheld in
terms of instructions issued by D.G.P&T/DoP&T from time to time;

The currency of any penalty against the officer is over; or

The officer is not on deputation to any other organization.

The officer has not retired on the date of issue ofthe order

The officer has not resigned from the BSNL services.

They have fulfilled the prescribed eligibility of three years regular service ds per

SDE(T) RRs.

lv.

vil.

viii. The officer has submitted the undertaking as per the enclosed format

2. This office will decide such cases as detailed in Para I supra on receipt of information from
the concerned BAs/Units. Information in this regard may be brought to the notice of this office
immediately and the concerned officer should not be promoted without specific orders from this offlce.

3. The officer is required to join his/her promotional assignment within a period of 40 days
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(including joining time) from the date of issue of BSNL Corporate office order.

4. In case the officer concemed fails to join the promotional assignment within the prescribed
period of 40 days, the officer should not be allowed to join the post thereafter. ln such a case, the

promotion order shall become inoperative and the matter shall be reported to this office for intimating
Corporate Office.

5. Discrepancies, if any regarding Name, Present Circle etc. in the Annexure may be intimated

to this office immediately for issuing modifications/corrigendum.

. 6.The date on which the above order given effect to may be intimated to this office and accordingly
a consolidated report of the officers who have been relieved/have joined their new postings may also be

sent to this office to assess relieving and joining status of the promoted officers.

7. Seniority of the officer promoted under this order shall be determined in accordance with the

rules in force and will be issued separately.

8. The aforesaid promotion order is subject to the final outcome/decision in any lawsuit(s)
pending before any court(s) regarding their regulation of seniority etc.

9. The relieving and joining particulars of the officers may be updated by in the ERP .

10. Pay fixation on promotion may be done as per prescribed norms.

This issues with the approval of the competent authority.

E c.9 E ST, qT.q.Fl.lf, O/o CGMT, BSNL
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Copy to:-

1. AGM(Pers-ll) BSNL Corporate Office, ND
2. All officers concerned
3. All Heads of BAs, Kerala Telecom Circle
4. GM(NWP)-CM, Mboble Services, TVM

5. CM(Vig)'Circle Office, TVM

6. AGM(Admn)/CAO(P&E), Circle Office, TVM

7. SDE(ERP) Circle Office, TViV

8. PFIGF


